Planetary City of Light General Meeting Minutes
May 14th, 2017 at 9am AZ

Announcements:
Activations coming soon:
PCOL Fairhope in Alabama, USA on Golf Coast
PCOL Ecological Park in Campinas, Brazil
New Format to meetings: “meet the PCOL around the world”
This month: Australia, PCOL Gold Coast
Next month: Argentina: PCOL Palermo in Buenos Aires, San Martin de los
Andes, Lago Puelo
Channeling: There will be a channeling of the Arcturian, Juliano, by David Miller at
the end of this meeting. Remember, you may send questions to me during the month
and Juliano will answer them at this time.
Planetary City of Light presentations from individual PCOL
Gold Coast PCOL in Australia
Planetary City of Light Reports for the Month
Argentina: Purvesh, retreat with 15 outside of Buenos Aires—deepening the bond
between us. Transformation, we are living into the 5th dimension.
Spain: Alvaro. Groups meet monthly on Sunday for an hour in the window 12-3.
Working to establish PCOL Toledo-one lives there and 3 from Madrid go to support
it.
Germany, Switzerland: Cosmin. David and Gudrun met in the PCOL Herisau,
Switzerland
Romania: Cosmin. PCOL & PORL Constanta Mamaia, Black Sea…June 11th at 11am
Arizona time there will be an activation of a New Ladder of Ascension
Brazil: Carla. Helped with Volcan Poas thru Whats Ap (also at the Bregentz GOF
Workshop 30 people sent help to Costa Rica Volcan Poas)…New PCOL to start in Rio
—the hill with Jesus has forrest both beautiful and dangerous
Next meeting: June 25th at 9am

Planetary Cities of Light Monthly Channeling
May 14th, 2017
Noosphere, Tree of Life and Planetary Cities of Light
Channeled by David K Miller

davidmiller@groupofforty.com
All rights reserved
www. groupofforty.com

Greetings. I am Juliano. We are the Arcturians.
Today I want to talk about the Noosphere and the Planetary City of Light Project and
your activities. The idea is that the Noosphere is a collective thought field energy
that surrounds the aura of the planet. The Noosphere is able to shape the evolution
of the earth and the evolution of humanity. There are different ways of influencing
and inputting the Noosphere.
Today I want to talk about the interaction of groups of people, the interaction of
Cities of Light and I want to show you and explain to you how this interaction does
have a direct influence on the Noosphere.
Try to imagine interactive roads, interactive lines. Your Planetary Cities of Light are
creating a network. This network is like a highway in which you are interacting and
you are creating pathways. You are creating thought-fields. You are expanding the
thought-fields. Therefore when there are more connections this means that the
influence on the Noosphere becomes stronger.
One of our main presentations and main goals is to create a network of Planetary
Cities of Light and of Planetary Ocean Reserves of Light. But these Planetary Cities of
Light and of Planetary Ocean Reserves of Light do not stand alone, but rather they
are interactive. But when I stay interactive I want you to understand that it is
empowering, it is increasing the effect on the Noosphere. This is related to simple,
rather important, mathematical principles where the power of a number can
increase logarithmically by increasing its interactive power. So sometimes you
double, sometimes you quadruple, but eventually when you keep on increasing the
intensity and the numerical values of the interactions then the influence on the
Noosphere becomes logarithmically more powerful.
One of the interesting questions that constantly is asked is, “How can we influence
the third dimension? How can we use fifth dimensional energy to manifest, to shape,
to change the third dimension in a more powerful way?” Here, with this discussion
and with these presentations, you are enhancing the thought field created by the
Planetary Cities of Light. Therefore, you are increasing the effective thought power.

This means that the Noosphere is influenced by pictures, influenced by meditation,
but it is also influenced by your interaction. Again, I want to return to this principle
that Interaction is creating a thought network, a thought field. That thought field
already is influencing the planet and influencing other lightworkers
I know that you still may think that you are working alone even though you have 45
Cities of Light. I want to let you know that there are others outside of the Group of
Forty who are becoming attracted and are learning about what you are doing. They
want to participate; they want to share; they want to understand how you as light
workers are creating a network of energy. This network of energy seems to
transcend the political boundaries, seems to transcend the geographical boundaries
and places, in a very clear and non-threatening way, the unity energy field of this
planet. And I want to say again that this is important because there are many light
workers like you who want to change this world and want to change this planet
but don’t want to be involved in the political discussion, who don’t want to be
involved in the political energy as much as you may be affected by the polarization.
There is a way. The Planetary Cities of Light Project is showing there is a way to
transcend the political boundaries and connect with the unified energy field. Think
now about how the Planetary Cities of Light Project is creating a unified energy field.
Today you had this presentation of the Gold Coast (Australia). And the energy of the
Gold Coast may be known to only a few people. I say ‘few people’ around the planet,
but now the energy is being spread out. This is a 2-way energy. The energy, the
beauty, the power of the Gold Coast is being announced and becoming part of a
network and you are sending your thoughts and you are sending your blessings to
the Gold Coast. Because as beautiful as the Gold Coast is, the Gold Coast too is
threatened by environmental challenges. You all know about the environmental
challenges of the Great Barrier Reef and the problems there. Even though the beauty
is being transmitted, think also and send your light, send your energy, to the Gold
Coast so that they, the light workers there, have the strength and the power to
influence as a thought energy field the Protection of the Gold Coast area.
Let us meditate now and send your light, send your protective blessings to the Gold
Coast area in Australia, the Planetary City of Light and the Planetary Ocean Reserve
of Light there. We will be in silence while we meditate together.
(silence)
Now your blessings have been received and an increase in protection has been
downloaded around the whole Gold Coast area and the Ocean Reserve of Light.
I want to spend just a minute or two talking about the Tree of Life and the paths.
There is a particular method that we have been teaching to show, in a visual way,
how each City of Light can participate in the Tree of Life.

I realize that the Tree of Life is a complex pattern. There are 12 spheres. There are
22 lines that are paths. It is very difficult to grasp easily what the interactions of
these are and what the meanings of these are. But we have given you the task, if you
are so interested, to work the Tree of Life. To work with placing the Planetary Cities
of Light in different paths. Now, to what purpose? And how will this benefit our
work together?
You see the Tree of Life is also a paradigm and it is a powerful interactive force
because it contains triangles, because it contains spheres, because it contains
geometric patterns. You see, with your meditating, with your discussing, with your
placing the Planetary Cities of Light on the Tree of Life you are creating an
interactive paradigm, an interactive pattern. And then, with your discussions and
with your placements and your drawings, that whole map is going to be downloaded
into the Noosphere.
It is gong to have a very positive effect on the planet and on the trees and on the
Cities of Light. Why? Because remember we have discussed the effect of the Crop
Circles on the Noosphere. In fact, one of the main functions of the Crop Circles is to
shape the planetary evolution by downloading a powerful force into the Noosphere.
Now the Tree of Life is also a pattern, as I said a pattern of circles, a pattern of
spheres, a pattern of triangles, a pattern of vertical lines, a pattern of horizontal
lines, a holographic pattern. So just like a Crop Circle, the Tree of Life has these
powerful forces and patterns. By placing Cities of Light in different paths and lines
then you will download the ‘whole enchilada’, as you say in your language, the
whole energy, the whole picture, into the Noosphere. It will have a dramatic and
powerful effect protecting each City of Light, creating an interactive force and
helping to prepare this planet for the fifth dimension.
I am Juliano. Good Day.

